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  I 
Abstract 
Centering on the meaning of adjectives which is defined as ‘quality’, this 
dissertation investigates the construction of quality in science and literary texts. By 
describing the different lexicogrammatical features of adjectives in both text types, 
the investigation purports to reveal the different functions of and the different 
cognitive mechanisms involved in quality.  
Although linguistic studies have paid attention to the meaning of adjectives as 
the representation of the general features of entities, inadequacies still exist. 
Researches have only explored the relation of some meanings of adjectives to their 
structural features, but the description of the overall structural features of adjectives 
and their meanings in texts is still absent. This dissertation therefore adopts the 
theories of systemic functional linguistics and cognitive linguistics and studies the 
different functions and cognitive operations of quality in texts by analyzing the 
lexicogrammatical features of adjectives. The data used for analysis consists of essays 
from English science and literary magazines, and both qualitative and quantitative 
analyses are taken to reveal the construction of quality in different texts.   
This dissertation presents the theoretical framework which envisages the 
interaction between the functional and cognitive perspectives of language, and the 
analytical framework which studies the meaning of adjectives in their interaction. 
Notably, it captures the interaction among language, mind and society. Based on the 
assumption that different perspectives will capture different structures of adjectives, 
this dissertation explores the ideational, interpersonal and textual meanings of 
adjectives at the ranks of clauses and group/phrases, analyzes the specification of 
adjectives in their collocations, and examines the cognitive mechanisms involved in 
quality in the strata of context, semantics and lexicogrammar, i.e., above-, around- 
and within- adjectives.  













  II 
Metafunctionally, adjectives at the clause-level in literary texts are more 
concerned with the mental process and the depictive and resultative attributes which 
accompany actions. Quality there shows more subjective probability and obligation, 
and is more devoted to affect and judgment, and more marked for exclamation and 
event development. Most clauses of quality are logically elaborated and extended. Yet 
in science texts, quality is less associated with sensation, and shows more objective 
probability and valuation. It is marked mostly for explanation, and most clauses of 
quality are enhanced by cause and condition. As regards adjectives at the 
group/phrase level, literary texts show more qualities in phenomenon, existent, 
reaction, composition, and inclination, but science texts show more qualities in token, 
value, effectation, contingency, valuation, and probability and ability. Compared with 
the liner organization of quality and its subjective and qualificative attitude in literary 
texts, metaphorized quality is frequently used in science texts to compact related 
factors and show the objective and asseverative attitude.    
In terms of specification, adjectives in literary texts are often employed in the 
predicative use to collocate everyday entities with human, colour, and effect qualities. 
These qualities are usually specified by emphasizing and ‘degree of quality’ temperers, 
and the human qualities are usually paralleled to specify the entity precisely. In 
science texts, there is the common collocation of the specialized, technical, generic, 
proposition, and process entities with the qualities of similarity and likelihood. The 
mechanism, function, dimension, similarity, event and relevance qualities are 
specified by more domain, manner and ‘degree of comparison’ temperers, and there 
are less paralleled qualities. In the attributive use of the adjectives in literary texts, 
everyday and generic entities frequently collocate with human, colour, effect, social 
and identity qualities, and human and colour qualities are usually specified by 
viewing and ‘degree of quality’ temperers. Colour, physical, function, domain and age 
qualities are often sequenced, and physical, mechanism and behaviour qualities are 
often co-ordinated with other qualities. In science texts, specialized, technical, generic 
and process entities often collocate with domain, function, mechanism and relative 













  III 
manner and ‘degree of comparison’ temperers. Domain and mechanism qualities are 
often sequenced, and mechanism and dimension qualities are often co-ordinated with 
other qualities.  
As for cognitive mechanisms, literary texts pay more attention to domains of 
‘human’ and ‘society’, and construct quality more subjectively. In comparison with 
science texts, literary texts adopt more mechanisms of conceptual metaphor, blending, 
metonymy and scaling. Furthermore, it uses more sequential scanning, together with 
the depictive and resultative Constructions, to emphasize the quality and process in 
the development of episodes. By comparison, the ‘matter’ domain is more focused on 
in science texts, and quality is more objectively constructed. Besides, summary 
scanning is frequently explored to metaphorize the quality, and sequential scanning is 
saliently adopted to make comments on events.  
The investigation will not only provide linguistic evidence for educators and 
learners about the construction of quality, but also will encourage the cultivation of 
the comprehensive literacy in science and humanities. Theoretically, it can contribute 
to the studies in the relation between lexicogrammar and semantics, and deepen our 
understanding of the semiotic nature of language. The findings will also shed light on 
the interrelation among language, mind and society.  
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